Employment Opportunities with North Dakota FSA

The Farm Service Agency (FSA) is an exciting and rewarding place to start, build and/or continue your career. Be part of our team and support the well-being of American agriculture and the American public. Take part in delivering these essential and critical programs as an Agricultural Loan Assistant/Specialist by making and servicing agricultural loans, evaluating financial factors and credit risks, and providing advice, guidance, and credit counseling. As a team member located in one of our USDA/FSA Offices, you will receive both classroom and on-the-job training intended to further develop your talent, skills, and abilities to successfully administer farm loan programs.

FSA’s diverse culture and benefits allow for a healthy balance between your career and home life. In addition to a generous salary, FSA offers a friendly and professional working environment with a diverse workforce, flexible hours/work schedules, and other family-friendly benefits such as: paid vacation and sick leave, paid holidays, retirement and supplemental savings plan, a wide array of health, dental, vision, and life insurance plans, flexible spending accounts, and long-term care insurance.

Three (3) full-time, permanent positions for Farm Loan Officer Trainees are now available with North Dakota FSA. The position locations include Fargo, Hillsboro, and Dickinson, North Dakota. Each vacancy has multiple announcements due to grade levels (5/7 and 9). All positions listed are open to US Citizens and Nationals, no prior Federal experience is required.

Fargo

Grade 05/07 - $32,318.00 to $52,043.00 / Per Year
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/433449800/
Announcement Number: FSA-16-0594-ND-LF

Grade 09 – $48,968.00 to $63,654.00 / Per Year
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/433451700/
Announcement Number: FSA-16-0596-ND-LF

Hillsboro

Grade 05/07 - $32,318.00 - $52,043.00 / Per Year
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/433445300/
Announcement Number: FSA-16-0590-ND-LF

Grade 09 - $48,968.00 - $63,654.00 / Per Year
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/433447600/
Announcement Number: FSA-16-0592-ND-LF

Dickinson

Grade 05/07 – $32,318.00 to $52,043.00 / Per Year
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/433594500/
Announcement Number: FSA-16-0586-ND-LF

Grade 09 – $48,968.00 to $63,654.00 / Per Year
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/433599000/
Announcement Number: FSA-16-0588-ND-LF